Aristotle’s Categories (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)

Ontology

Aristotle’s ontology places the universal (katholou) in particulars (kath’ hekaston), things in the world, whereas for Plato the universal is a separately existing form which actual things imitate. For Aristotle, “form” is still what phenomena are based on, but is ...

Event Philosophy: Ontology, Relation and Process

"Event", as a mainstream in contemporary philosophy, remains its hot status in various research areas. Since it has experienced a “linguistic turn” in philosophy, this paper mainly discusses the philosophical development of event ontology, event semantic, event relation and event process from some representative philosophers. The research results indicate that events gradually ...

Substance (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)

Oct 03, 2004 · There are interpreters of Aristotle who think that this kind of irreducibility is all that Aristotle means—or needs to mean—by postulating an explanatory role for substantial form. His theory is at least neutral on the question of whether there is a closed system at the level of basic physics (Nussbaum 1978, 1984).

Ontology: Theory and History

Ontology is the theory of objects and their ties. It provides criteria for distinguishing different types of objects (concrete and abstract, existent and nonexistent, real and ideal, independent and dependent) and their ties (relations, dependencies and predication).

Aristotle: Logic | Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy

Aristotle: Logic. Aristotelian logic, after a great and early triumph, consolidated its position of influence to rule over the philosophical world throughout the Middle Ages up until the 19 th Century. All that changed in a hurry when modern logicians embraced a new kind of mathematical logic and pushed out what they regarded as the antiquated and clumsy method of syllogisms.

(PDF) What Is an Ontology? - ResearchGate

In computer science, an ontology is an information artifact built to organize and formally represent the shared terminology and associated semantics of a knowledge domain (Studer et al., 1998)

philosophy of logic | Definition, Problems, & Facts

philosophy of logic, the study, from a philosophical perspective, of the nature and types of logic, including problems in the field and the relation of logic to mathematics and other disciplines. The term logic comes from the Greek word logos. The variety of senses that logos possesses may suggest the difficulties to be encountered in characterizing the nature and scope of logic.

Aristóteles - Wikipedia, a enciclopédia livre

Aristóteles (em grego clássico: Ἀριστοτέλης; romaniz.: Aristotélēs; Estagira, 384 a.C. — Atenas, 322 a.C.) foi um filósofo grego durante o período clássico na Grécia antiga, fundador da escola peripatética e do Liceu, além de ter sido aluno de Platão e professor de Alexandre, o Grande. [2] Seus escritos abrangem diversos assuntos como: a física, a metafísica, as leis

aristotele semantics and ontology the

just as contemporary metaphysicians work with the ontology of \^2 In fact, this notion was foreign to Aristotle, and for Thomas Aquinas analogy, under that name, was semantic analogy. \^3 It belonged

later medieval metaphysics: ontology, language, and logic

At the same time, some of the semantic energy of those early intuitions may We heard about epistemology, ethics, aesthetics, moral philosophy and even ontology, so it’s very difficult to define a

the future of critical theory

They can accept algebraic QFT on the grounds of mathematical consistency and general accord with the semantic conception of theory interpretation. This suggests a rejection of particle ontology. Or

the standard model as a philosophical challenge

"Logic and the Philosophy of Science" (penultimate draft; publ. Journal of the Indian Council of Philosophical Research 27 (2011), #2 “Extension, Intension, and Comprehension”, in Logic and Ontology,

formal semantics and logic

This discipline overlaps with metaphysics, ontology, and epistemology, for example, when it explores the relationship between science and truth. Philosophy of science focuses on metaphysical,

philosophy of science

and resultant semantic confusion relayed process of linguistic dislocation. Can causation be relegated only to the level of biological expression? Aristotle notes that one thing cannot proceed from

determine self-signification

Kripke’s modestly visionary brand of overt essentialism in Naming and Necessity derives from a more banal kind of covert essentialism about ontology. The banal kind tends, we suspect, to kill any deep
models and fictions: not so similar after all?

Recently, the W3C completed work on the standards that will enable the Semantic Web to come into existence: the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Web Ontology Language hardware.

A new vision from the inventor of the world wide web: an interview with Tim Berners-Lee

As syntactic and semantic standards start to fall into required of the users by devising off-the-shelf solutions. This philosophy lies at the heart of the GEN2PHEN project, which is producing

genotype-phenotype databases: challenges and solutions for the post-genomic era


eli hirsch

My work uses the tools of logic to analyze the grammatical representations of meaning within the language faculty. The spirit of this work follows the semantic projects laid out by generative

alan bale, phd

Topics such as the following will be considered: reference, analyticity, speech acts, and semantic of ontology. Topics may include persons, events, material objects, properties, propositions, and

complementary courses

This approach leverages the fuzzy ontology to model fine-grained actions with imprecise 2015 to 2016, PGCertHE, De Montfort University, UK Apr. 2003 to Jul. 2007, Doctor of Philosophy in Software

dr feng chen

In 1995, he was President of the Charles S Peirce Society, a leading American organization devoted to the study of American philosophy. His interests in pragmatism have led more recently to an

professor chris hookway

Yi Qi, Protein MK-STYX’s Inhibitory Effect on the Deacetylase Activity of Protein HDAC6 Yihan Qin, Synthesis and Biological Testings of Naphthoquinone and Noscapine based Natural Products Tristan

honors fellowships

This book investigates the vagueness of natural language, asking such questions as what the logic and semantics of vague language are Rosanna’s main philosophical interests lie within the

rosanna keefe


bas van fraassen : the scientific image


forthcoming and recent publications

My work uses the tools of logic to analyze the grammatical representations of meaning within the language faculty. The spirit of this work follows the semantic projects laid out by generative

alan bale, phd

[Theo Jansen] is building lifeforms that will live and thrive on the beach. He calls them StrandBeest and uses PVC electrical conduit, plastic tubing, and lemonade bottles as building material

theo jansen: like the professor from gilligan

Apply to the Masters in Information program today at the College of Computing & Informatics. The deadlines for Spring 2022 are Tuesday, March 1, 2022 for Domestic On-Campus Students; Tuesday, February

ms in information - digital content management major

As stated above, the three major areas of science education research affected by an anthropological approach are epistemology, pedagogy, and methodology. Each will be discussed briefly here, in an

science and cultural process:

Systems & Software Engineering Research focuses on the development of reliable, high-quality software systems, including the specification, design, and evolution of software projects along with

systems & software engineering research

Statistical distributions useful in general insurance. Inferences from general insurance data. Experience rating. Credibility theory: full credibility, partial credibility, Bayesian credibility.

undergraduate courses

Francesco Franda, originally from Italy, is a PhD candidate in the Department of Philosophy. After having pursued his joint degree in France and Italy, he obtained his master's degree in philosophy
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